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Schroder Global Sustainable Equity 
 
Fund commentary 

The strategy outperformed its benchmark in May driven by broad based gains across many areas, 
continuing its good run of performance since the market rotation late last year. Given our consistent and 
disciplined investment process, based on both valuations and company quality remains unchanged, the 
recent improvement in performance highlights both the rebound in sentiment towards better value 
areas of the market and, to a lesser extent, the disconnect which had grown between previously winning 
stocks and their fundamental prospects. 
 
Contributors to performance varied across regions and sectors but were driven by a combination of both 
our overweight positions in attractively valued segments of the market and by avoiding more expensive 
areas. More specifically, our preferred holdings in pharmaceuticals proved beneficial this month and 
remains an area which is still historically cheap, whilst offering robust profit margins, decent dividend 
opportunities and low financial leverage. Elsewhere, our holdings in better value areas of technology 
(e.g. IT services) proved beneficial while our positioning in higher quality financials (e.g. asset managers) 
also assisted as the sector continued its strong run. Our lower than index positioning or, in many cases, 
avoidance of the more expensive technology and consumer stocks in the US was another tailwind as 
many of the recent winners within consumer discretionary (e.g. Amazon, Tesla), technology (e.g. Apple, 
Microsoft) and communication services (e.g. Alphabet, Netflix) lagged behind. Partially offsetting these 
positives was the strategy’s underweight to lower quality financials, namely large banks, and those areas 
with poorer environmental credentials within materials (e.g. chemicals, forestry). 
 
The strategy's most significant exposures continue to be in the technology and health care sectors. We 
also find a breadth of opportunities in industrials and financials. Meanwhile, we maintain a lower 
exposure to the resources and utilities sectors. 
 
In the more defensive areas we retain our overweight to health care (principally global pharmaceuticals). 
This area represents a high quality valuation anomaly as the industry is the cheapest it has been in at 
least a quarter of a century. Elsewhere, we remain overweight consumer staples. Whilst we are mindful 
of valuations in this sector, the underperformance of the sector in the beginning of the year due to the 
preference for more economically sensitive stocks created good investment opportunities on valuation 
grounds, particularly in many of the highest quality stocks (e.g. US and UK food & drink and home product 
industries). We remain of the view that utilities are mostly poor quality businesses and are unattractive 
on valuation grounds, particularly in the US market and regardless of their increasingly less attractive 
bond surrogate status. In addition, utilities generally have a poorer environmental profile due to the 
energy intensive nature of their operations and the significant carbon emissions generated. We do 
however actively seek opportunities in renewable focussed companies. 
 
We also continue to observe opportunities within cyclicals. Financials remain a larger sector exposure on 
an absolute basis. The exposure is driven by the plethora of attractively valued opportunities we observe 
across the market. We still remain cautious in a number of areas in emerging markets, with our focus on 
asset quality and balance sheet strength, but a good balance of high quality and deep value opportunities 
are represented in the strategy. The highest quality opportunities today are spread across life & health 
insurance, asset managers and many US regional banks.  
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The Fund remains underweight both the materials and energy sectors. We are highly selective in this 
space, only holding the most attractive companies, focussing on quality and balance sheet strength 
combined with stronger environmental risk management considerations. 
 
Market review 

Global equities advanced during May with the widely followed MSCI AC World Index ending the month 
just shy of another all time high (+1.6% over May and +10.8% year-to-date in USD terms). Investors were 
cheered by broadly positive economic momentum, falling virus case numbers and improving earnings 
expectations. The best performing areas continued to be those most closely associated with economic 
sensitivity (energy, financials, materials and industrials) whilst the laggards were a mixture of defensive 
industries and many of the stocks that had benefited most from the pandemic during 2020 (e.g. internet 
retailing and technology). The NASDAQ (-1.4%) experienced its first monthly decline since October whilst 
the FANG+ index of popular stocks fell by 2.5%. That said, the FANG+ index is still up by 25% compared 
to its level just prior to the arrival of vaccines in early November 2020, only modestly behind the broader 
AC World Index (+30%). There has however  been greater dispersion within the big index stocks with 
Alphabet and Facebook both still well ahead year to date (+23.6% & 9.5% respectively in relative terms) 
whilst Tesla, Netflix, Apple and Amazon have underperformed by some margin over the same period (-
22.2%,-17.9%, -16.6%, -11.9%). 
 
Emerging market equities also advanced, partly retracing the ground lost to developed markets earlier 
in the year, in part thanks to US dollar weakness despite an above-consensus US inflation figure initially 
raising concerns over policy tightening. Elsewhere, sovereign bond yields moved very little in May after 
a lively few months whilst commodities continued to head higher as the economic rebound bolstered 
demand for metals and energy. Precious metals continued to recover from their early March low, with 
strong gains for gold and silver, potentially benefitting from investors searching for an inflation hedge, 
particularly as cryptocurrencies collapsed (Bitcoin lost more than 35% of its value during May, its worst 
monthly performance in 2 ½ years). Oil remains the strongest performing commodity year to date which 
benefitted energy stocks further in the month (+5.7%). Year to date, the energy sector is ahead of the 
World Index by 14%, closely followed by financials (+11.5% relative). 
 
From a style perspective, it was unsurprisingly another good month for Value based strategies whilst 
Growth and Momentum sagged. In contrast to the first quarter, there also appears to be increased 
interest in more defensive areas, potentially reflecting growing investor unease about the durability of 
the market’s recent strong ascent. It is certainly the case that “Quality-Value” stocks such as healthcare 
and many staples, have not enjoyed the same attention as “Deep-Value” areas despite their stronger 
fundamentals and very attractive valuations relative to their history. 
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Important Information  
Opinions, estimates and projections in this article constitute the current judgement of the author(s) as at the date of 
this article.  They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of Schroder Investment Management Australia Limited, ABN 
22 000 443 274, AFS Licence 226473 ("Schroders") or any member of the Schroders Group and are subject to change 
without notice. 
 
In preparing this article, we have relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and 
completeness of all information available from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us. 
 
Schroders does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of information which is 
contained in this article. Except insofar as liability under any statute cannot be excluded, Schroders and its directors, 
employees, consultants or any company in the Schroders Group do not accept any liability (whether arising in 
contract, in tort or negligence or otherwise) for any error or omission in this article or for any resulting loss or damage 
(whether direct, indirect, consequential or otherwise) suffered by the recipient of this article or any other person. 
 
This article does not contain, and should not be relied on as containing any investment, accounting, legal or tax 
advice. Before making any decision relating to a Schroders fund, you should obtain and read a copy of the relevant 
disclosure document for that fund to consider the appropriateness of the fund to your objectives, financial situation 
and needs. 
 
You should note that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
 
Schroders may record and monitor telephone calls for security, training and compliance purposes. 


